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Motivation

Story: A male secret agent wearing a black suit walks in the washroom, and stands near a man wearing a light 
grey suit. They fight, and the male secret agent wins. He then lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the 
washroom cubicle. The male secret agent crouches in the washroom cubicle and checks the insensible grey-
suit man. Suddenly, the grey-suit man wakes up, and they fight together again in the washroom. Eventually, 
the male secret agent wins the fight. After the male secret agent talks with a woman wearing a brown suit, 
he again lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the washroom cubicle. Finally, the male secret agent lefts the 
washroom after talking with the brown-suit woman.

#000001 #003580 #005100 #007120 #009030

Activity 1: A male secret agent wearing a black suit walks in the washroom, and stands near a man wearing a 
light grey suit. They fight, then the male secret agent wins, and lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the 
washroom cubicle.
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Action 1: A male secret agent wearing a black suit walks in the washroom.

#000270 #000540 #000800 #001150#000001
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Limitations in existing visual-language tracking benchmarks
Method

Coupling human causal reasoning ability into 
multi-modal information

Helping algorithms understand video 
content from a multi-modal perspective

MGIT Benchmark
Dataset Distribution

Evaluation System

Experiments Results on different multi-modal benchmarks (mechanism A)

Results of different trackers on MGIT 
(mechanism B-E)

Bad case analysis

LaSOT bird-2 sequence: white bird walking on the among other birds

A #003223A #003223 #003498#003498 #003894#003894A #003223 #003498 #003894

LaSOT zebra-16 sequence: zebra running on dry grass with other zebras

#000396B #000396B #000599#000599 #000733#000733#000396B #000599 #000733

MGIT 012 sequence (mechanism A): A pink cartoon pig wearing red 

clothes talks to her family members on the grassland.

#001158C #001158C #004077#004077 #006024#006024#001158C #004077 #006024

MGIT 006 sequence (mechanism A): A skateboard is slid by a man in 

black on the playground.
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D
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Conclusions
•MGIT is a complex environment, the annotation strategy is a 
feasible solution for coupling human understanding into 
semantic labels.
•Existing trackers should improve the capability for processing 
long text and aligning multi-modal information.
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Action 1 Action 2 Action 3 Action 4 Action 5 Action 6 Action 7 Action 8 Action 9
Action 1: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit walks in the 
washroom.
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Action 1: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit walks in the 
washroom.

Action 2: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit stands near a man 
wearing a light grey 
suit in the washroom.

Action 3: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit fights with a man 
wearing a light grey 
suit in the washroom.

Action 4: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit lifts an insensible 
man wearing a light 
grey suit to the 
washroom cubicle.

Action 5: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit crouches in the 
washroom cubicle, and 
checks a man wearing 
a light grey suit.

Action 6: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit fights a man 
wearing a light grey 
suit in the washroom.

Action 7: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit talks with a 
woman wearing a 
brown suit in the 
washroom.

Action 8: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit lifts an insensible 
man wearing a light 
grey suit to the 
washroom cubicle.

Action 9: A male secret 
agent wearing a black 
suit talks with a 
woman wearing a 
brown suit in the 
washroom.

Activity 1: A male secret agent wearing a black suit walks in the washroom, and stands near a man wearing a light grey suit. They 
fight, then the male secret agent wins, and lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the washroom cubicle.

Activity 2: A male secret agent wearing a black suit 
crouches in the washroom cubicle, and checks a man 
wearing a light grey suit. Suddenly, the grey-suit man 
wakes up, and they fight together in the washroom. Finally, 
the male secret agent wins the fight.

Activity 3: A male secret agent wearing a black suit talks with a woman wearing a brown suit 
in the washroom. Then, the male secret agent lifts an insensible man wearing a light grey suit 
to the washroom cubicle. Finally, the male secret agent lefts the washroom after talking with 
the brown-suit woman.

Story: A male secret agent wearing a black suit walks in the washroom, and stands near a man wearing a light grey suit. They fight, and the male secret agent wins. He then lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the washroom cubicle. The male secret agent crouches in the washroom cubicle and checks the 
insensible grey-suit man. Suddenly, the grey-suit man wakes up, and they fight together again in the washroom. Eventually, the male secret agent wins the fight. After the male secret agent talks with a woman wearing a brown suit, he again lifts the insensible grey-suit man to the washroom cubicle. Finally, 
the male secret agent lefts the washroom after talking with the brown-suit woman.
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Contributions

• We propose a new multi-
modal benchmark named 
MGIT. It consists of 150 long 
videos with a total of 2.03 
million frames, and the 
average length of a single 
sequence is 5-22 times 
longer than existing multi-
modal benchmarks.

•We design a multi-granular 
annotation strategy for 
providing scientific semantic 
information. 

•We execute comparative 
experiments on other 
benchmarks, and conduct 
detailed experimental 
analyses on MGIT. 

Platform for more 
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Platform for more 
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Multi-granular annotation strategy based on 
the hierarchical structure of human cognitiveLanguage
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the hierarchical structure of human cognitiveLanguage
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